SUCCESS AGENTS
“Together We Succeed”

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!

Help at-risk elementary school kids thrive!

SUCCESS AGENTS
at Porter Elementary
Wednesdays from 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm

Commitment:
• We ask volunteers to assist at least twice a month from October 11, 2017 – June 6, 2018, though the kids meet weekly.
• Volunteers will help students improve their literacy skills and provide homework assistance in a fun and interactive way.
• No advance training is required!

Contact:
Shastity Urias - 619-546-9399 / shastity.urias@usdoj.gov

Mission Statement
The SUCCESS AGENTS program offers youth a brighter future by providing mentors, incentives and support services designed to enhance literacy, resilience, self-esteem, discipline and other attributes needed to realize one’s dreams.